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Refined Routing Algorithm in Hybrid Networks with Different Transmission Rates Won-Yong Shin, Member, IEEE



Abstract—In this paper, a low-complexity routing strategy is introduced for a hybrid network in which 𝑛 wireless nodes are randomly located and multiple base stations (BSs) are used. We allow different transmission rates according to the geographic location of each source in the network. Our achievable scheme consists of the following two routing schemes: a BS-based singlehop (SH) routing in the up/downlink and conventional multihop transmission. Specifically, in the proposed BS-based scheme, when a source-destination (S-D) pair is inside the center region with respect to its BS, the source is allowed to transmit data to its closest BS via SH. Our results indicate that a logarithmic boost (i.e., power gain) is provided in the throughput scaling law, compared to the conventional schemes, as the number of BSs is greater than a certain threshold. The gain comes from the fact that S-D pairs in their center regions can exploit pernode transmission rates log 𝑛 due to the increased received signal power from/to their closest BS. Index Terms—Base station (BS), center region, hybrid network, logarithmic boost, multi-hop, power gain, routing, scaling law, single-hop (SH), source-destination (S-D) pair, throughput.



I. I NTRODUCTION



I



N their seminar work, Gupta and Kumar [1] introduced and characterized the sum-rate scaling in a large wireless ad hoc network. They showed that, for a network of 𝑛 sourcedestination (S-D) pairs randomly √distributed in a unit area, the total throughput scales as Θ( 𝑛/ log 𝑛).1 This throughput scaling is achieved using a multi-hop (MH) communication scheme. A recent result has been shown that an almost linear throughput in the network, i.e., Θ(𝑛1−𝜖 ) for an arbitrarily small 𝜖 > 0, is achievable by using a hierarchical cooperation strategy [3], which is the best we can hope for. Besides the schemes in [3], there has been a steady push to improve the throughput of wireless networks up to a linear scaling in a variety of network scenarios—a form of multi-user diversity is exploited in networks with mode mobility [4], and interference alignment schemes [5] are used in interferencelimited networks. Since to achieve such a linear scaling in wireless networks there will be a price to pay in terms of higher delay and higher cost of channel estimation, it would also be good



Paper approved by T. T. Lee, the Editor for Switching Architecture Performance of the IEEE Communications Society. Manuscript received February 19, 2010; revised June 4, 2010, August 10, 2010, and September 30, 2010. W.-Y. Shin is with the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA (e-mail: [email protected]). Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCOMM.2011.020411.100041 1 We use the following notations: i) 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑂(𝑔(𝑥)) means that there exist constants 𝐶 and 𝑐 such that 𝑓 (𝑥) ≤ 𝐶𝑔(𝑥) for all 𝑥 > 𝑐. ii) 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑜(𝑔(𝑥)) (𝑥) means that lim 𝑓𝑔(𝑥) = 0. iii) 𝑓 (𝑥) = Ω(𝑔(𝑥)) if 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑂(𝑓 (𝑥)). 𝑥→∞ iv) 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝜔(𝑔(𝑥)) if 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑜(𝑓 (𝑥)). v) 𝑓 (𝑥) = Θ(𝑔(𝑥)) if 𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑂(𝑔(𝑥)) and 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑂(𝑓 (𝑥)) [2].



to have infrastructure aiding wireless nodes. Such hybrid networks consisting of both wireless ad hoc nodes and infrastructure nodes, or equivalently base stations (BSs), have been introduced and analyzed in [6]–[9]. BSs are assumed to be interconnected by high-capacity wired links. It is strictly necessary for the number 𝑚 of BSs to exceed a threshold in order to obtain a linear throughput scaling in 𝑚. In [10], optimal capacity scaling was characterized for a more general hybrid network, where multiple antennas are deployed at each BS and the achievability result is based on using one of BSbased single-hop (SH) and MH routings, conventional MH transmission [1], and hierarchical cooperation strategy [3]. To guarantee such a scaling result, however, it is crucial to assume channel state information (CSI) at each BS and multi-user detection schemes. In this paper, we introduce a novel low-complexity routing strategy using 𝑚 regularly-placed BSs, each of which has a single antenna. We then show a theoretical evaluation of the proposed algorithm in terms of throughput scaling, while providing a better throughput with easier implementation than that of the conventional schemes [6]–[9]. In practice, higher data rates can be exploited by users who are closer to the BS in their cell for cellular environments, which is rather obvious. We take into account the scenario where different transmission rates are allowed, depending on the geographic location of each source in the network. In this case, the goal of this work is to exploit both degrees-of-freedom (DoF) and power gains in hybrid networks, whereas since the benefits of infrastructure support are not fully understood, a DoF gain is only obtained by using the conventional BS-supported routings [6]–[9]. To be specific, our achievable scheme is composed of using one of the following two routing algorighms: a direct SH routing to each BS in the uplink and from each BS in the downlink and conventional MH transmission [1], [11] without help of BSs. In the proposed BS-based scheme, transmission via SH routing is allowed only when both a source and its destination are on their circles with a certain (small) radius, called center regions, where each BS is located at the center of its circle. It is shown that there exists a logarithmic boost in the throughput scaling law, compared to the conventional schemes [6]–[9], as 𝑚 is greater than a certain value. This is because per-node transmission rates log 𝑛 can be achieved by each S-D pair in the center region due to the increased signal power from/to the closest BS. That is, the proposed BS-based scheme leads us to obtain a power gain from the close range transmission from/to BSs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our system and channel models. In Section III, our routing algorithm is described. In Section IV, the performance
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where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝒞 is the signal transmitted by the 𝑖-th node, 𝑛𝑘 denotes the circularly symmetric complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero-mean and variance 𝑁0 . The channel gain ℎ𝑘𝑖 between node 𝑖 ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛} and BS 𝑘 is given by ℎ𝑘𝑖 =



Fig. 1.



The wireless ad hoc network with infrastructure support.



of the proposed scheme is analyzed. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper with some concluding remarks. II. S YSTEM AND C HANNEL M ODELS We consider a two-dimensional wireless network that consists of 𝑛 S-D pairs uniformly and independently distributed on a square of unit area in dense networks [1], [3], [11].2 Suppose that the whole area is divided into 𝑚 square cells, each of which is covered by one single-antenna BS at its center (see Fig. 1), which similarly follows those in [6]–[9].3 No nodes are assumed to be physically located inside the BSs. Parameters 𝑛 and 𝑚 are related according to 𝑚 = 𝑛𝛽 , where 𝛽 ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, it is assumed that the BSto-BS links have infinite capacity and that these BSs are neither sources nor destinations. Suppose that each node and BS has an average transmit power constraint 𝑃 (constant). CSI is assumed to be available at the receivers but not at the transmitters. It is assumed that each node can transmit its data packet at a different rate according to its geographical location in the network. We use 𝑇 (𝑛) to denote the total throughput of the network. We do not assume the use of any sophisticated multi-user detection schemes at each receiver, thereby resulting in easier implementation. The signal model in the uplink is now described as follows. Let 𝐼 ⊂ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛} denote the set of simultaneously transmitting wireless nodes, which is a subset of 𝑛 transmitters available in the network. Then, the received signal 𝑦𝑘 at BS 𝑘 ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑚} at a given time instance is given by ∑ 𝑦𝑘 = ℎ𝑘𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑛𝑘 , 𝑖∈𝐼 2 An extended network [3], [12], [13] of unit node density can also be considered as another fundamental network model. In extended networks, it is possible to obtain a logarithmic gain, i.e., power gain, under certain conditions by allowing a total transmit power constraint 𝑛𝑃 (as in [12]) for our BS-based transmission, even if the details are not shown in this paper. Our analysis can then be extended to the general case [14] where the network area varies from 1 to 𝑛, and we believe that a power gain would also be obtained even for the network having arbitrary sizes with 𝑛. 3 As one of other BS configurations, suppose that BSs are arbitrarily placed √ maintaining per-BS distance Θ( 𝑚). This does not cause any change in performance, even if the details are not shown in this paper.



𝑒𝑗𝜃𝑘𝑖 𝛼/2



𝑟𝑘𝑖



,



(1)



where 𝑒𝑗𝜃𝑘𝑖 represents the random phase uniformly distributed over [0, 2𝜋] and independent for different 𝑖, 𝑘, and time (transmission symbol), i.e., fast fading is assumed.4 Note that this random phase model is based on a far-field assumption [3], [10], which is valid if the wavelength is sufficiently small. 𝑟𝑘𝑖 and 𝛼 > 2 denote the distance between node 𝑖 and BS 𝑘, the path-loss exponent, respectively. Likewise, the complex channel in the downlink ℎ𝑖𝑘 between BS 𝑘 ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑚} and node 𝑖 ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛}, and the complex channel between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑘 ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛}) can be modeled in a similar manner. The superscript 𝒞 denotes the absolute complement of a set. Unless otherwise stated, all logarithms are assumed to be to the base 2. III. P ROPOSED ROUTING A LGORITHM In this section, we show our new routing scheme utilizing infrastructure. In addition, the conventional routing without BSs is summarized. We simply use both MH and SH strategies in the cases using the nodes other than S-D pairs as relays. To avoid a large interference, different time slots are used between routing schemes with and without infrastructure support. A. Infrastructure-Supported Routing In the network using BSs, when a source node’s data passes through its nearest BS, i.e., access routing is performed, via MH routing as in [6]–[9], the throughput per S-D pair is given by a constant scaling. Now we explain a single-cell operation and its fundamental limit. Then, the analysis is related to that for many-to-one channels [17] (in the exit routing, it is converted to that for one-to-many channels). In particular, the transmission scheme and its achievable rates were shown in [17] for an uplink network in which all nodes are distributed uniformly over the boundary of a circle with a unit radius and the BS is at the center of the circle. Here, it was proved that rates log 𝑛 can be achieved by coherent combining techniques, which is order-optimal in the single-cell network model. We remark that such a logarithmic gain (i.e., power gain) does not appear in the conventional BS-supported schemes [6]–[9]. This motivates us to construct a new routing scheme in hybrid networks having multiple BSs, especially with shortrange SH transmission to BSs, thus yielding a power gain as well as a DoF gain. Since there exist both access (to BSs) and exit (from BSs) routings, we also use different time slots, e.g., 4 Under the propagation model, the received signal power from the desired transmitter can be larger than the transmitted power, which is not reasonable. To avoid such a problem, an alternative propagation model has been taken 𝛼/2 into account in [15], [16], where (1 + 𝑟𝑘𝑖 )𝛼/2 is adopted instead of 𝑟𝑘𝑖 . However, the model defined by (1) has been commonly used to analyze throughput scaling laws in ad hoc networks [1], [3], [4], [10] since in dense networks, power is not a matter of interest and interference management is important in determining performance.
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The infrastructure-supported routing.



even and odd time slots, respectively. The proposed scheme shown in Fig. 2 under dense networks is now proposed as follows: ∙ Divide the network into equal square cells of area 1/𝑚 having one BS at the center of each cell, where each square cell represents the Voronoi tessellation.5 Note that each cell obviously has its center region at the center, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. 1 ∙ Let denote the radius of the center region for 𝑚1/2+𝜖0 some 𝜖0 > 0 independent of 𝑛. Then, we set the parameter 𝜖0 such that each center region includes at least one source whose destination is also located in one of the other center regions (which will be rigorously discussed in the following section). Under the setup, S-D pairs only in their center regions are selected for transmission through BSs. ∙ For the access routing (to BSs), a source node in each center region transmits its packets via SH to the BS in the same cell. A transmit power of 𝑚𝑃𝛼/2 is used at each node, where 𝑃 is per-node transmit power constraint. ∙ The BS that completes decoding its packets transmits them to the BS that is nearest to the corresponding destination via wired BS-to-BS links. ∙ For the exit routing (from BSs), each BS transmits the received packets via SH to the corresponding destination in the center region of its cell. A transmit power of 𝑚𝑃𝛼/2 is used at each BS as in the uplink case. The given scheme satisfies the average power constraint 𝑃 since the transmit power 𝑚𝑃𝛼/2 at each node (or BS) tends to zero as 𝑛 → ∞ for 𝛼 > 2. Note that the scheme does not require any CSI at the transmitters unlike those in [17]. B. Conventional MH Routing To improve throughput scalings of BS-supported networks, the number 𝑚 of BSs should be higher than a certain level. That is, pure ad hoc transmissions without help of BSs may achieve better throughput scaling when 𝑚 is not large enough. In addition, to enable S-D pairs outside the center regions to have their own traffic demands, the conventional MH scheme not using BSs is applied in the network. In this subsection, we briefly introduce how to operate the MH routing proposed 5 If BSs are regularly distributed on a planar disk domain, then hexagontype Voronoi cells are generated similarly to [6], [7], [9]. Since the shape of tessellated Voronoi cells does not essentially change the throughput scaling, for analytical convenience we simply assume the square network as in the case of [8].



in [1], [11]. We first show the following lemma about the geometry of 𝑛 nodes in the network divided into equal routing cells of area 𝑎(𝑛). Lemma 1: If 𝑎(𝑛) ≥ 2 log 𝑛/𝑛, then each routing cell has at least one node with high probability (whp). The proof of this lemma is presented in [1], [11]. The basic procedure of the MH protocol in dense networks is then described as follows: ∙ Divide the network into square routing cells of area 2 log 𝑛/𝑛. ∙ Draw a line connecting an S-D pair. Since each cell has at least one node from Lemma 1, it follows that a source transmits a packet to its destination using one of the nodes in each adjacent routing cell passing through the line. 𝑃 ∙ A transmit power of is enough to guarantee the 𝑛𝛼/2 required throughput scaling of the MH routing at each transmission. ∙ Each routing cell operates the 9-time division multiple access to avoid a large interference. Note that since there are Θ(𝑛/ log 𝑛) routing cells in the network and the number of hops per S-D pair is given by √ √ 𝑂( 𝑛/ log 𝑛), Ω( 𝑛/ log 𝑛) source nodes can be activated simultaneously. IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS In this section, the throughput scaling of our achievable scheme is analyzed and compared with the best achievable result [6] among the conventional strategies [6]–[9] in the network with BSs. We start from the following lemma. Lemma 2: Suppose 𝑚 = 𝑛𝛽 and 0 < 𝜖0 < 1−𝛽 2𝛽 where 𝛽 ∈ (0, 1). Then, the number of nodes inside each center region is 1−𝛽(1+2𝜖0 ) , (1 + 𝛿0 )𝜋𝑛1−𝛽(1+2𝜖0 ) ), i.e., between ) − 𝛿0 )𝜋𝑛 ( 𝑛 ((1 Θ 𝑚1+2𝜖0 , whp for some constant 0 < 𝛿0 < 1 independent of 𝑛. The proof of this lemma is given by slightly modifying the asymptotic analysis in [3]. Then, we turn our attention to deciding a feasible size, given by a function of 𝜖0 , of the center region. When we use ℰ𝑙 to denote the event that the 𝑙-th center region includes at least one source such that its destination exists in one of the other center regions, we obtain the following result. Lemma 3: If 0 < 𝜖0 < 1−𝛽 4𝛽 , then the event ℰ𝑙 holds whp for each 𝑙 ∈ {1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑚}, where 𝛽 ∈ (0, 1). Proof: Suppose 0 < 𝜖0 < 1−𝛽 4𝛽 . From Lemma 2, it is then 0𝑛 seen that each center region has 𝑚𝑐1+2𝜖 nodes whp, where 𝑐0 0 is a constant independent of 𝑛. Since nodes are uniformly distributed in the network, the probability that the event ℰ𝑙 does not hold for the 𝑙-th center region is thus given by ( )𝑐0 𝑛/𝑚1+2𝜖0 𝜋 { 𝒞} 𝑚1+2𝜖0 . 𝑃 ℰ𝑙 = 1 − 1 𝑚



By the union bound over all the center regions, we have the following inequality: ( )𝑐0 𝑛/𝑚1+2𝜖0 𝜋 𝑚1+2𝜖0 𝑃 {ℰ1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ ℰ𝑚 } ≥ 1 − 𝑚 1 − 1 𝑚



1−𝛽−2𝛽𝜖0 ( 𝜋 )𝑐0 𝑛 = 1 − 𝑚 1 − 2𝛽𝜖0 ) (𝑛 = 1 − 𝑚 exp −𝑐0 𝜋𝑛1−𝛽−4𝛽𝜖0 , (2)
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Fig. 3. Grouping of interfering center regions. The first layer 𝑙1 of the network represents the outer 8 shaded cells including center regions.



which tends to one as 𝑛 goes to infinity under the assumption 0 < 𝜖0 < 1−𝛽 4𝛽 . This completes the proof of this lemma. Now we are ready to present the achievable total throughput 𝑇 (𝑛) in the network with BSs. Theorem 1: In a dense network using our BS-based routing, ⎧ (√ )  𝑛/ log 𝑛  ⎨ Ω 𝑇 (𝑛) = Ω (𝑚 log 𝑛)   ⎩



) 𝑛/(log 𝑛)3/2 ) (√ 𝑛/(log 𝑛)3/2 if 𝑚 = Ω ( ) and 𝑚 = 𝑂 𝑛1−𝜖



if 𝑚 = 𝑜



(√



(3)



is achievable for all 𝑚 = 𝑛𝛽 satisfying 𝛽 ∈ (0, 1), where 𝜖 > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. Proof: First we consider the uplink case (access routing). There are 8𝑘 interfering center regions, each of which includes one transmitting source, in the 𝑘-th layer 𝑙𝑘 of the network as illustrated in Fig. 3. Let 𝑑𝑘 denote the Euclidean distance between a given BS and any transmitting source in the center regions √ of 𝑙𝑘 , which is a random variable. Since 𝑑𝑘 scales as Θ(𝑘/ 𝑚), there exists 𝑐3 > 𝑐2 > 0 with √ constants 𝑐2 and 𝑐3 independent of 𝑛, such that 𝑑𝑘 = 𝑐1 𝑘/ 𝑚, where all 𝑐1 lies in the interval [𝑐2 , 𝑐3 ]. Then, the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) at each BS is given by ( 1/2+𝜖 )𝛼 𝑃 0 𝑚 𝑚𝛼/2 SINR ≥ 𝑃 ∑ −𝛼 + 𝑁0 𝑖∈𝐼 𝑑𝑖 𝑚𝛼/2 𝜖0 𝛼 ≥ 𝑐4 𝑃 𝑚 , where 𝐼 denotes the set of simultaneously transmitting nodes (in all the center regions) and 𝑐4 is a constant independent of 𝑛. Here, the second inequality holds since ∑ 𝑖∈𝐼



𝑑−𝛼 ≤ 𝑖



∞ ∑ 𝑖=1



∞ 8𝑚𝛼/2 ∑ 1 8𝑖 √ 𝛼 = ≤ 𝑐5 𝑚𝛼/2 𝛼−1 𝑐𝛼 𝑖 (𝑐2 𝑖/ 𝑚) 2 𝑖=1



for some constant 𝑐5 > 0 independent of 𝑛. Hence, by assuming the full CSI at the receiver, the transmission rate at each BS can be lower-bounded by log(1 + SINR) = Ω(log 𝑛) under the conditions 𝛽 ∈ (0, 1) and 0 < 𝜖0 < 1−𝛽 4𝛽 . Similarly, for the exit routing, the rate of Ω(log 𝑛) at each (destination) node can be obtained. Since there are 𝑚 S-D pairs in all the center regions from the result of Lemma 3, the aggregate rates of our BS-based scheme are thus given by 𝑇 (𝑛) = Ω(𝑚 log 𝑛). In addition, when we apply the



Fig. 4.
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The performance comparison on the throughput scaling.



conventional √routing [1] that does not utilize the BSs, we get 𝑇 (𝑛) = Ω( 𝑛/ log 𝑛). Based on the two achievability results, it is possible to achieve a lower bound on the total throughput ( { }) √ 𝑛 𝑇 (𝑛) = Ω max 𝑚 log 𝑛, , log 𝑛 which finally yields (3). When the conventional BS-supported scheme in [6] is used in (the network, the total ) throughput is given by 𝑇 (𝑛) = √ Ω max{𝑚, 𝑛/ log 𝑛} , thus resulting in ⎧ (√ ) (√ )  Ω 𝑛/ log 𝑛 if 𝑚 = 𝑜 𝑛/ log 𝑛  ⎨ (√ ) 𝑇 (𝑛) = Ω (𝑚) if 𝑚 = Ω 𝑛/ log 𝑛   ) ( ⎩ and 𝑚 = 𝑂 𝑛1−𝜖 , where 𝜖 > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. Now in Fig. 4, we verify the benefits of our BS-based routing over conventional achievable schemes above by showing how the total throughput 𝑇 (𝑛) scales with respect to the number 𝑚 of BSs in the network. 𝑅𝐴 and 𝑅𝐵 denotes the proposed and conventional (BS-supported) routings, respectively. We observe that 𝑇 (𝑛) does not increase in both cases as 𝑚 is below a certain level, in which the infrastructure is not helpful. On the other hand, as 𝑚 exceed the level, the BSbased routings become dominant. For example, when 𝑅𝐴 is used in the network, it is examined that 𝑇 √(𝑛) scales linearly with 𝑚 in the operating regimes 𝑚 = Ω( 𝑛/(log 𝑛)3/2 ) and 𝑚 = 𝑂(𝑛1−𝜖 ). In addition, it is clearly seen that 𝑅𝐴 exhibits a much better throughput scaling than√ 𝑅𝐵 while giving us a logarithmic gain on 𝑇 (𝑛) for all 𝑚 ∈ [ 𝑛/ log 𝑛, 𝑛1−𝜖 ]. This gain comes from the fact that a higher received signal power from/to the closest BS enables each S-D pair in the respective center regions to exploit transmission rates log 𝑛. We next use computer simulations to further validate the performance for finite parameters 𝑛 and 𝑚. We slightly modify our system model so that it is suitable for numerical evaluation. To remove any randomness of node location, a regular network is assumed where nodes are equally spaced over a square of unit area. Suppose that there are 1024 regularly-spaced nodes in the whole network and the pathloss exponent 𝛼 is given by 4. We evaluate the total throughput
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pair than the others in ad hoc networks with BSs, assuming non-unform transmission rates. As a result, it was shown that there is always a logarithmic gain further over the conventional achievable schemes in the total √ throughput 𝑇 (𝑛) as the number 𝑚 of BSs is greater than 𝑛/ log 𝑛.
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Fig. 5. The simulation result for the case where 𝑛 = 1024 and 𝑚 ∈ [4, 100].



𝑇 (𝑛) (bit/s/Hz) according to 𝑚 varying from 4 to 100. For the proposed BS-based SH routing, from the two conditions log 𝑚 𝑚 = 𝑛𝛽 and 0 < 𝜖0 < 1−𝛽 4𝛽 , we set 𝛽 = log 𝑛 and 1−𝛽 𝜖0 = 8𝛽 to specify the center region in a cell. Note that at the finite 𝑛 regime, we need to take into account the probability 𝑃 {ℰ1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ ℰ𝑚 } in (2) for computing the total throughput 𝑇 (𝑛). When the proposed scheme is used in the network, the average sum-rates via SH are thus lower-bounded by 𝑚𝑃 {ℰ1 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∪ ℰ𝑚 } log(1 + SINR). As illustrated in Fig. 5, it is also shown that our BS-based routing outperforms the conventional scheme over all finite 𝑚. Although these curves based on finite parameters 𝑛 and 𝑚 look slightly different from our analytical ones, it can be seen that the trends are similar. V. C ONCLUSION We developed a simple infrastructure-supported routing based on geographic information of wireless nodes while exhibiting a much better throughput scaling compared to the conventional BS-supported schemes. The proposed BS-based scheme does not require any CSI at the transmitters and any multi-user detection at the receivers, and hence, can be easily implemented in practice. We proved that nodes closer to their BS can actually achieve higher throughput per S-D
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